Training data 48
The training data in [52] is provided separately and is shown in Fig. 3 for the first five composites 49 and in Fig. 4 for the last case. For the purpose of training the U-Nets, the training images were 50 tessellated into sub-regions of 32 × 32 pixels each.
51
Pairs of textures and labels were constructed simultaneously in the following way: two training 52 images were selected. Sub-regions of each image were selected and for every pair of the sub-regions, 53 half of each was selected and placed together so that a new 32 × 32 patch with both textures was 54 created with a corresponding 32 × 32 patch with the classes. The patches were created with diagonal, 55 vertical and horizontal pairs. The training images were traversed horizontally and vertically without 56 overlap creating numerous training pairs. A montage of the texture pairs and labels corresponding to Preprints (www.preprints.org) | NOT PEER-REVIEWED | Posted: 1 August 2019 doi:10.20944/preprints201908.0001.v1 
Texture segmentation algorithms 61
For this paper, we compared the results of the following texture segmentation algorithms: The best results for each image were selected and compared against traditional methodologies 106 and are shown in table 2. The results are illustrated graphically in two ways. Fig. 6 shows segmented 107 the classes overlaid as different colours over the original textured images. Fig. 7 shows correctly 108 segmented pixels in white and the misclassified pixels in black.
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